Y O UR CO MPL ET E INDU ST RIAL
P R I N T E R BEL T ING PART NER

From the beginning of your printing process to the very end,
Bowman Hollis has the belting, the accessories and more importantly,
the knowledge and experience to help you get your production
running at its peak performance. With two locations in the southeast
and a staff that has well over 100 years of belting experience,
Bowman Hollis is the printing industry’s belting partner.

MACHINE TAPES
No matter what type of printing work you are doing, you are moving paper.
There are many different types of paper and each reacts differently to
different material. That is why Bowman Hollis stocks a wide variety of
machine tapes from the two leading belt manufacturers, Nitta and Habasit,
so we will have the right one for your application. We stock long lasting
nylon tapes that can be joined on your machine. We also stock the Habasit
Hamid series which can be joined in minutes with no chemical adhesives.
All of our tapes are both anti-static and non-marking.

CONVEYOR BELTS
Bowman Hollis stocks conveyor belting from the top manufacturers.
Belts for case sealers, strappers, folders, even high temperature belts
for heat sealers - from beginning to end, we have the belts that you
need. And we can install any type belt in your plant on your schedule.

TIMING BELTS
We offer many types of timing belts, both Metric and American Standard
pitches, HTD and Super Torque, available in neoprene rubber, cast
polyurethane and thermoplastic polyurethane. You don’t have to pay
the inflated prices that the OEM charges for your replacement belting.
Contact us and we can help determine the belt that you need.

CALL BOWMAN HOLLIS TODAY
THE RIGHT BELT - AT THE RIGHT TIME

